
The Splendours of Stourbridge Cameo Glass

BY C. R. HAJDAMACH

Whenever cameo glass appears in salerooms, in antique fairs or in museum exhibi
tions, it creates a special excitement that no other type of glass can generate. To
day’s glassmakcrs and decorators wonder at the skill and patience of their 
predecessors while collectors, dealers and curators eagerly discuss attributions, 
ownership and prices and await with baited breath new auction records. The dif
ficult technical achievement of casing together two or more coloured layers of 
molten glass followed by many hours and weeks of intricate hand carving has pro
duced over the centuries, a series of glasses of such beauty and splendour that they 
rank among the best of the decorative arts. When John Northwood’s 1876 reproduc
tion of the Portland Vase fetched £30,000 in Sotheby’s Belgravia sale in 1975, it 
broke the record price for any piece of glass. Modern-day prices may not seem so 
extraordinary when compared with the prices for the best Stourbridge cameo vases 
during the 1880’s and 1890’s which ranged from £200 to £500 at a time when a skill
ed person’s wage would be no more than £1 per week. More recently, in March 
1985, a 3" high Roman cameo flask carved with mythological and ritual scenes, sold 
for £324,000 in the Kofler-Trunigcr collection at Sotheby’s. It is no coincidence that 
those two sale records were for glasses which were made during the two greatest 
periods of cameo production, the Roman Empire during the first century A.D. and 
the Stourbridge glass industry during the last 30 years of the 19th century.

The foundations of a settled material culture in the Roman Empire following the 
peace established by Augustus Caesar in 30 B.C. provided the conditions which 
created an appreciable change in glassmaking. The newly discovered potential of 
blowing glass, rather than fusing or casting, led to the easy availability of cheap 
glassware for daily use. At the other end of the scale luxury glass consisted of in
tricately wrought mosaic and millefiori bowls, enamelled ware, cut glass and most 
notably, cameo glass. The two most complete examples to have survived are the 
Portland Vase in the British Museum and the Blue Vase from Pompeii, now in the 
Naples Museum. Since it was discovered in Rome in the 16th century the Portland 
Vase has been the centre of intrigue and legend. By 1783 it was acquired by Sir 
William Hamilton who sold it to the Duchess of Portland. Two years later it was 
acquired by the third Duke of Portland who lent it to Josiah Wedgwood, the first 
person to recognise it as glass rather than pottery. In 1810 it was put on display at 
the British Museum; eventually, in 1945, it was acquired for the nation. Recent opi
nion suggests an Italian source of manufacture instead of Alexandria although that 
city did contain lapidary workshops. No records exist to explain the methods of cas
ing or decoration but gem carving was the only skill that could be adapted to glass 
carving. The total absence of ancient records meant that the 19th century English 
glassmakcrs were forced to re-think every stage of manufacture.

Willi the eclectism of 19th century design and the fashion for reviving historic 
styles and techniques, it was inevitable that cameo glass should receive a great deal 
of attention. Following the incident at the British Museum in 1845, when the 
Portland Vase was smashed while on display, that interest turned into an obsession.
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Even Benjamin Richardson at Stourbridge, a shrewd businessman of a glassmaker, 
offered a £1,000 prize for the first Portland reproduction. One attempt in Birm
ingham in 1818 had failed but in Bohemia the development of casing two very thin 
layers of glass showed the range of possibilities. The two prerequisites for a suc
cessful reproduction namely the technical ability of glassblowers to make the thickly 
cased blank combined with a long tradition of carving and engraving glass, had 
developed simultaneously in Stourbridge. It was there in the village of Wordsley, 
two miles north of Stourbridge, that the first accurate copy of the Portland Vase was 
blown and carved. The blanks were made at the Red House Glass Works of Philip 
Pargeter using the cup casing method where a blue glass bubble is blown into a pre
formed white cup shape, the two glasses being compatible when stuck and shaped 
together. Between 1873 and 1876 John Northwood I carved one of those blanks us
ing acid etching to remove the unwanted white portions then modelling the scene 
with small steel points set into wooden holders. With this copy of the Portland Vase 
Northwood laid the foundations for the cameo revival in Stourbridge. When he 
completed the Milton Vase, the three portrait tazzas of Shakespeare, Newton and 
Flaxman, and the Pegasus Vase, he was an internationally acclaimed glass celebrity 
with his work being displayed at venues including the Paris Exhibition of 1878.

Written accounts of the cameo revival usually accept that all of Northwood’s 
cameos were made by the cup casing method. However the thickness of the cameo 
heads on the portrait tazzas would require a very thick layer of white glass needing 
a lengthy etching time before the head could be carved. Glassmakers arc not prone 
to waste unnecessary effort when speedier and equally effective alternatives are 
available. A much easier technique would be to make the medallion first by pressing 
into a mould and then picking it onto the finished glass during the blowing process. 
A group of five glasses at Broadfield House Glass Museum seem to confirm this 
theory. One jug from the Northwood Collection is decorated in relief with a white 
bust of a Roman emperor. It may have been a trial piece prior to cameo production. 
Four portrait medallions, obviously experimental, show the signs of press moulding 
and two have been carved to heighten the details. Bohemian glassmakers used the 
identical technique; for example a lithyalin beaker with a portrait of Schiller, is il
lustrated in ‘Portratglaser’ by S. Baumgartner. Apsley Pellatt was also aware of the 
possibilities through his experiments with sulphides.

Within a year of Northwood completing his Portland Vase the major Stourbridge 
factories had set up their own workshops to capitalise on the demand for cameo. 
Thomas Webbs employed George and Tom Woodall who had trained with John 
Northwood. The Woodalls were to lead a team of cameo decorators who created the 
most consistently high quality work in the 1880’s and 1890’s. Stevens and Williams 
eventually sub-contracted the Northwood workshop to supply the company with 
cameo. At the Richardson works Joseph Locke quickly produced a second Portland 
Vase copy while in 1877 Benjamin Richardson took the unique step of inviting the 
Frenchman Alphonse Lechevrel, to work specifically on the new fashion. Born in 
Paris in 1850 Lechevrel trained as a gem engraver and medallist with Henri Fran
cois whose own work deeply influenced him. Francois’ work in onyx included 
classical subjects such as Venus disarming Cupid, Venus playing with Cupid and 
Venus emerging from the waves. Two of Lechevrel’s vases for Richardson featured 
Venus arising from the waves and the Birth of Venus. Before arriving in England 
Lechevrel carved several gems and semi-precious stones with subjects of Minerva, 
Medusa, Perseus, Bacchus and Cupid, making him an ideal choice to work on
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Stourbridge cameo, which relied heavily on classical mythology at least in its early 
years. His experience with brittle materials stood him in good stead with the equally 
intractable glass (1). Lechcvrel stayed at Wordsley for two years and his production 
seems to be limited to a dozen pieces including Raising an Altar to Bacchus, pro
bably his masterpiece and surely one of the finest expositions of the technique (2).

At the 1878 Paris Exhibition the price of Lcchevrel’s vases started from £150 for 
‘Venus arising from the waves* to £260 for ‘Hercules Restoring Alcestis to her hus
band Admetus’. At the other end of the market, Richardsons, in line with the other 
firms, produced large numbers of what is often termed ‘commercial cameo’ (PI. 1). 
Prices for these small vases (between 6" and 8" high) cost from 22/- (£1.1 Op) to 88/-
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from Richardson Paucrn Book, c. 1880- 1885 showing ‘commercial’ cameo vases. Prices 
from 30/- to 88/-; the name ‘Richardson’ was used for the price code.

PI. 1.
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(£4.40p) during the early to mid 1880’s. The word ‘commercial* should in no sense 
be seen as a derogatory term for the quality of modelling is exceptionally high with 
crisply serrated leaves and rounded flowers that almost cascade from the surface. 
Some of these vases have appeared in the salerooms but very little has been written 
about Richardson cameo and they are usually attributed to Webbs or Stevens and 
Williams.

At the Brierley Hill works of Stevens and Williams cut, engraved and coloured 
glass predominated and no cameo work seems to have been undertaken during the 
late 1870s. But in the early 1880s the pattern books are crammed with cameo 
designs coinciding with the appointment of John Northwood I as Artistic Director. 
The range of objects consisted of vases, claret jugs and clareteens, scent and smelling 
bottles, decanters including square ones, watch bottles (i.e. shaped as watches), 
lamps, salts and ink pots, menu balls and even parasol handles. The number of col
ours were no less varied including claret, orange, nut brown, cinnamon, gorse 
yellow, poppy red, plum, rose, pale blue, rose du barry, turquoise, amber, emerald, 
peacock blue and topaz. Cameo glass followed the same stylistic influences from 
Islam and the Orient which was so marked in the firm’s rock crystal glass. The 
double-gourd shape was extremely popular as was the elegant, tall, thin-necked vase 
based on Persian forms. And over all these grew a profusion of blossoms. Chrysan
themums, paeonies, sunflowers, poppies, azaleas, passion flowers intermingled with 
convolvulus, snowdrops, primroses, daisies, tiger lilies, clematis, maidenhair ferns 
and Australian flowers.

As the public demand for cameo glass increased so the Stourbridge firms were 
equal to the challenge, each developing their own characteristic and recognisable 
styles. Three new variations were introduced by Northwood during the mid 1880s 
apart from the occasional use of cameo on his latticinio glass. ‘Dolce Relievo’ ap
peared in 1884. It consisted of a purple top layer on a cream ground, etched with 
acid, the shapes echoing the middle eastern favourites with a broad choice of sub
jects including classical themes and figures. Figural decoration was confined to this 
range.

Another variation involved the addition of silver deposit decoration onto the 
finished cameo. The electro-plating technique consists of painting the design in
itially with a fluxing agent which is a high conductor of electricity. Once an electrode 
is attached to the fluxing agent the glass is submerged in a silver solution and the 
current passing through the agent attracts the silver (or other metals) onto the sur
face. The best designs were open trellis patterns evocative of Japanese gardens when 
combined with trailing prunus blossom or chrysanthemums (PI. 2).

Engraving skills developed on rock crystal glass were often transferred to cameo 
deccoration. One specific technique was the chipped, hammered or pecked 
background which appeared as a frosted or cracked surface. Production was low 
because it involved chipping the glass against a rotating S-shapcd metal tool on the 
end of an engraving lathe. In the S. & W. books this decoration, patented as a 
‘chiselled’ ground, first appears as pattern 12981 on 24 September 1887.

The payments for cameo were all made to Northwood and the actual carving and 
modelling took place at his decorating workshop in Wordslcy where hi* aephew 
William Northwood and Joshua Hodgetts were the top artists. William coi i move 
easily from classical themes of Venus and Cupid to complicated Oriental {.atterns. 
Joshua’s favourite motifs were flowers and birds executed in a strong Orier i man
ner. According to family tradition, Hodgetts had access to an important lo • collec-
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PI. 2. White and red cameo vase marked ‘Stevens & 
Williams Art Glass Stourbridge’, with silver 
deposit decoration, c. 1885. Ht 5".

tion of Oriental art and in some of his vases he would carve the entire vase on the 
wheel, in Chinese fashion, rather than employing acid to speed the operation. 
Hodgetts later moved to Stevens and Williams where he became the leading intaglio 
engraver when that technique was introduced in 1891. By that date cameo disap
peared from the firm’s repertoire leaving the market wide open to the brilliant 
achievements at Thomas Webb & Sons.

From the early part of the 19th century until the start of the first World War, the 
three firms who led the glass industry in technical ability, awareness of design and 
brilliance of craftsmanship were Richardsons, Stevens and Williams and Thomas 
Webbs. Each firm laid claim to particular styles in which they excelled and it was 
that level of achievement that made the name Stourbridge glass world famous. 
Cameo was the most important single contribution and there can be no doubt that 
the Webb factory were responsible for the greater part of that reputation. The direc
tor of the firm in the 1870’s was Thomas Wilkes Webb, one of three sons of the 
original founder. It was he who had commissioned John Northwood to produce the 
Pegasus Vase (3) as his final piece of cameo work. By that time Webb had employed 
the brothers George and Tom Woodall who had trained with Northwood. In his 
diary Tom Woodall remembered his own part in the Portland Vase saga: ‘Whilst 
I was with Messrs. Northwood Mr. Philip Pargeter, then of the Red House Glass 
Works, commissioned Messrs. Northwood to execute a copy of the Portland Vase, 
he made several trials and succeeded in getting a good copy as to shape etc. from 
one of Wedgwoods excellent copies in Jasperware. I made the first drawings and 
pr 'med resist for aciding this out which was a fairly long job as it was fairly thick 

casing to get the necessary relief. Mr. Northwood then took it in hand.’(4) 
ilh such a sound background George and Tom quickly became the mainstay 

department with George assuming the reputation of an international 
S'. Of the pieces that arc signed by Tom it is clear that he was also a brilliant 

v of the technique but he seems to have been much more self-effacing than his
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brother. There is the well-known local anecdote about George removing Tom’s 
signature from their joint efforts and there may be a grain of truth in this story. 
When George carried out some repairs on two Lechevrel vases about 1920 he seems 
to have deliberately removed Lcchevrel’s signature and replaced it with his own. 
But the Woodall cameos speak for themselves and one must grant George the 
supreme accolade. Looking through photographs of his work it becomes clear that 
he chose his subject matter not simply for its fashionable taste but because it was 
the most difficult scene to transpose into layers of cameo glass. The more difficult 
the subject the more easily did Woodall conquer the problem. Details such as a 
shepherd boy’s foot seen through a flowing stream, a fish rising to the surface of a 
pond to be fed, or the shadow of a figure cast upon a marble column make the spec
tator gasp in amazement. George Woodall’s masterpiece, acknowledged as such by 
himself, is the Moorish bathers. It is a plaque of the standard 18" diameter, cased 
with white over a raisin coloured body. Upon this Woodall has carved a scene of 
six ladies either swimming or lounging on the sides of the pool. Each motif has been 
chosen by Woodall to test his powers i.e. the rows of columns ending in a hardly 
visible doorway revealing a shaft of light, the Persian carpet with a feather fan and 
a smoking incense jar plus the illusion of clear water lapping on the steps of the pool. 
In 1898 the Pottery Gazette featured the Bathers plaque and after many superlatives 
it concluded ‘we have remarked upon the fact that this beautiful piece of cameo car
ving has taken some years in executing. If we asked Mr. Woodall himself how long 
it took him to produce ‘The Moorish Bathers’ he would probably say - all his 
lifetime. Messrs. Thomas Webb and Sons and firms like theirs are entitled to great 
credit for fostering and encouraging talent such as is possessed by Mr. Woodall and 
other artists. But the nominally high cost of works of art does not detract from the 
satisfaction of the artist who can say of his work with pride ‘I have done it as well 
as it can be done’ or of his principals, who are conscious that they have produced 
a specimen of glass sculpturing that has never been surpassed’.

The Woodall brothers recruited four other skilled engravers, William Hill, Tom 
Farmer, Harry Davis and J. T. Fereday, to form the ‘Woodall Team’ responsible 
for all unique cameos made by Webbs. In the late 1890’s the team posed self
consciously for a group photograph (PI. 3). The occasion was the completion of work 
on two masterpieces, The Great Tazza and the matching plaque, made up of no less 
than five separate layers i.e. dark green, pink, white and two layers of light green. 
The source for the design was an illustration from Owen Jones’ ‘Examples of 
Chinese Ornament’ of 1867. His earlier ‘Grammar of Ornament’ was already the 
established ‘bible’ of Stourbridge etchers and engravers. Other reference books used 
by the Woodall team contained engravings of works by Flaxman, Canova, Guido 
Reni and Boucher.

The oriental inspiration led Webbs and the cameo team to introduce technical in
novations not seen before on Stourbridge cameo. Single blobs of colour were applied 
onto a vase instead of casing the entire vase. The technique, known as ‘padding*, 
was later taken up and extended by Emile Galle with his ‘marquetrie sur verre’. 
Quite often the Webb’s padded cameos would have the extra benefit of. - dear glass 
layer between the colours adding a sense of 3-D to the final design. 1 iiese free- 
flowing eastern designs were the nearest that Stourbridge cameo was to gel to the 
art-nouveau inspiration of Gallc and his European contemporaries.

Webb cameo displayed the widest range of subjects from portraits of salesmen, 
politicians and monarchy, to horse races and scenes of the Antarctic. shapes■ .ew
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The Woodall Team at Thomas Webbs, c. 1889. Back row: Tim Farmer, Harry Davies, Tom 
Woodall. Front: William Hill, J. T. Fereday, George Woodall. The Great Tazza is in the col
lection of Dr. and Mrs. Leonard S. Rakow; the vase which Woodall is carving is also in a private 
collection in the United States.

were developed regularly while the colour combinations including three and four 
layers were both rich and subtle. Such was the dedication by Thomas Wilkes Webb 
to cameo production that at one stage the firm employed 70 decorators working on 
floral vases under the direction of the Woodall team. Even with such a vast output 
no two vases ever carry the same decoration (PI. 4).

PI. 3

PI. 4. Cameo glass by Thomas Webb & Sons, c. 
1880-90, including on the far right a copy of 
the Naples Vase, a Roman cameo found at 
Pompeii in 1834. Private collection.



During the 1880’s and 1890’s George Woodall continued with his unique vases 
and plaques, never letting go of the hand carving tradition which he had learnt with 
Northwood. Today his wooden handled steel carving tools are almost as prized as 
the glasses themselves. The Woodall pattern and price books in the archives at 
Webbs stand as a constant reminder and a fitting tribute to the exquisite artistry of 
the greatest cameo carver. In 1911 Woodall retired but continued to model this dif
ficult material into his visions of classical beauty. At his house in Kingswinford, still 
recognisable today, he worked from his studio in the back garden. Woodall’s other 
talent that is not often mentioned was his work as a professional photographer. He 
recorded many of the female beauties of Kingswinford in between documenting 
every one of his carvings. Many of the glass negative plates still exist in private or 
museum collections but tragically some were lost during the last war when the shor
tage of window glass resulted in the emulsion being cleaned from the plates which 
were then used for glazing. When George Woodall died in 1925 he had preserved 
for over 50 years the great tradition established by Northwood.

Two other firms who made minor but interesting contributions to cameo were 
Stuart and Sons and Boulton and Mills. In 1881 Frederick Stuart purchased the Red 
House works from Philip Pargeter and began a glassmaking tradition which con
tinues as a family concern to the present day. In 1887 the firm patented the idea 
of medallion-cameo described in the Pottery Gazette as the ‘latest Art Production for 
this season, a most delicate and entirely novel effect in Vases, Bowls, Scent Bottles 
etc., etc.’ The novel effect consisted of a small pad of cameo, usually white on pink 
and carved with leaves, branches and a bird’s nest with eggs, applied onto a clear 
glass body which would be very highly cut. The cameo panels are often set at an 
angle while on some of the jugs the cameo is placed assymetrically around the base 
of the handle. Very few of these pieces have appeared on the market although the 
Stuart pattern books record a number of different types with the emphasis on scent 
bottles.

The cameo products of Boulton and Mills have not been identified but the firm 
advertised an ‘Autumnal Tinted Cameo’ in the pages of the Pottery Gazette in the 
1880’s. It may have been clear glass overlaid with white, acid etched and enamelled 
with apples or other fruits. Many firms began to use the enamelling idea on mass- 
produced glass intended to look like cameo. The ubiquitous ‘Mary Gregory* glass 
was just one of the many variations.

One question often asked by glass collectors is how the artists translated the design 
into the finished article. A series of photographs taken by George Woodall of one 
of his Cleopatra plaques, illustrates his preference of altering the design as he work
ed directly on each piece. This rash, almost daredevil approach, required supreme 
confidence, planning and mastery of composition for once a section of white glass 
was removed it could not be replaced. When faced with a large and complex design 
some of the cameo carvers would have a trial run before embarking on the main 
glass. The trial was carried out on a glass but instead of having a cameo casing the 
glass would be given a thick layer of candle wax and it was this material approx
imating in colour to the white glass that was modelled. The process forme >art of 
the training of glass apprentices at the Wordsley and Stourbridge School S Art.

With the death of George Woodall in 1925 the golden age of cameo gl 
to an end. Some cameo continued to be made but it lacked sparkle and flai. 
designs of the 1930’s at Webbs showed fresh inspiration but overall the s; 
achievements of the 19th century tended to inhibit any original ideas. In 197 vid
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Smith revived cameo glass at the Webb Corbett factory just over a hundred years 
after Northwood’s spectacular revival. New techniques of decoration provide alter
natives to the old traditions. One factor which remains constant throughout is the 
total obsession and fascination with a style that abounds with myths and legends.

Notes
1. I am indebted to David Blacn for information about Lcchcvrcl’s work in France.
2. Now in the collections at Broadficld House Glass Museum, Kingswinford, W. Midlands with his 

‘Venus Rising from the Waves’ and ‘Hercules restoring AIccstis to her husband Admetus’.
3. In the Smithsonian Institute, Washington D.C.
4. Quoted from diaries and papers in the possession of Tom Woodall’s granddaughter.

Further Reading
English Cameo Glass, by Ray and Lee Grover, Crown Publishers, New York 1980. 
Cameo Glass, Masterpieces from 2000 years of Glassmaking;
Catalogue of an exhibition held at Corning Museum of Glass, New York, 1982;
Cameo Glass by David and Chris Smith;
Catalogue of an exhibition held at Broadfield House Glass Museum, Kingswinford 1981.
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